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INTPO DUCTIOI^ •

•

It has been shown by K. M. Reese that the separa-

tion of \.i.Kj external components of the regular Zeeman trip-

et or quadruplet, as seen perpendicular to the lines of

force, does not vary proportionally with the strength of the

magnetic field in which the luminous source is placed. This

fact was established for the zinc lines 4680.38, 4722.26, and

4010.71 and for the three homologous cadmium lines up to a

field of about 26,000 c.g.s. units.

Reese also states^in referring to certain lines in

the spectrum of iron, that "In comparing the separation of

the lines between 3900 and 4450 it was at once observed that

le lines could be broken up into two classes in each of

which the separation of the various lines was of the same

magnitude. These t.vo classes are identical with those

for which HTJmphreys found that the shift due to pressure was

the same. On these plates the separation is very small in

ail cases, owing to a weak field and no accurate measur'^'--<-^f-, t?;

were taken of the separation."

It appeared, then, to the author of the followinr

paper to - -^^ pi "latter of no little i>^f^*'est to extend Reese's

A?:ti-Ophys. .Tr;nv-^.Vol.XII,#2,5^ept. 1900, pp.l2n_iT;'
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investigations i *i y-i^v. rising hip-'ieT fifild .itronp-ths; arr-l

also to make a aiort! exnaus tive investigation of tiie spectrum

of iron measuring with care the separations, and comparing

the values so obtained with the shift for tho various lines

as given by Huraphrej's.

The follov;ing investigation was made primarily

wi'h these tv:o ends in viev/. From time to time, hov/ever,

as suajects •/.•ort-iy ci' attention presented themselves the

scope of the work was loroadened. In short the results ob-

tained deal with the following subjects:-

i. The variation of the separation with the strength

of the Ka;^neLiC field for zinc and iron to a field of about

33,000 c.g.s. units.

2. The spectrum of iron, including:

(a) The relation of the separation to the pressure shift

as given by Humphreys.

(b) A study of the iron lines which are affected by

the Lia-^ietic field in an anomalous manner.

(c) The laws governing the separation of the iron

lines

.

3. The spec era of nicKex inu cooalt - a search for pe-

culiarities and for a law governing the separation.

4. The Zeeman effect along the lines of force.

Astrophys. Journ. #<:"., Oct .

' '-S32,





r^-,... -extension of Preston's law for the homologous

lines of tne spectroscopic series, namely that for these

lines the expression ^ is a constant for lines v/^hose

wave lengths are given by equal values of "r" in the formula

\"' -2 -4
l\ =A + Bn +Cn

'.'/here Qr^ stands for the separation of the outer components

of the Zeeman triplet, quadruplet, etc.; A signifies the

wave length of the line in question, K, the strength of thi^

;iagnetic field; A, B an i C are constants; and n is a constant

whose value varies from 3 to infinity.

These subjects will subsequently be discussed in

the order given above.

APPARATUS

The grating employed was that used by Reese - Rov:

land mounting, concave, radius of curvature thirteen feet

three inches, of 15,000 lines to the inch, fitted with the

ordinary adjustable slit and cauera-box with shutter. The

first spectrum was the most brilliant; the third could not

be used beyond A 4600 owing to mechanical interference of

the bean and truck at that point. The plates used were

Seed's "Gilt Edge" and Cramer's "Isochror.-jat ic Fast "and the





! "Erythr.^" plates of the International Color Photography Gom-

any - all f^ut to l'l/4 x ll-l/2 inches. The light from the

jj
luminous source passed through a Nicol's prism (or douhly

.'efracting rhomb) when such was necessary, a total reflect-

ing prism of quartz (cut with its optic axis parallel to itr

^rl,rre), a condensing lens of quartz (cut with its optic axis

;iarallel to its p'-incipal axis), 2 l/s inches in diameter and

1 of 21 inches focal length; and thence ;:o the spectrometer

I
slit. The total reflecting prism was necessary owing to

:he size of the magnet and the shape of the room.

The electromagnet was that employed by Reese in

is investigations conducted during the scholasitc year 1899-

1900. The cores, cylinders of soft iron 78.3 cm. long hy

:5.i cm. in dic^meter, are each fitted with two coils of about

1600 turns each formed of #9 B and S cloth-covered with cop-

Iper
wire. The pole heads are bored to admit of viewing

tre luminous source along the lines of force if so desired;

jj

and, being movable normally to the axis of the cores, are he]d

"'n position by bolts sunk in the cores themselves. The pole

:ips proper, of conical form, have a semi-angle of 15 de-

grees. As used by Reese in his work perpendicular to the

lines of force, these pole tips hart screwed into them solid

pieces nf the same ser.u-angle. The flat surfaces of these

'atter riad a diameter of 3.2 cm. In the following inves-
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tir?.tions f^o^^e small terminal pieces were -eplaced by a

pair u'hose se:;ii-angle was 45 degrees and whose diameter was

out 1.5 era. The result was about 15' increase in field

stT^en/Tth. The field was very uniform at all sizes of gap

usea - 3 to 7 mm.; in fact it varied by an amount about equal

to the error of reading of the ballistic galvanometer used

to measure its strength. The two coils on each core were

connected in series, the to pairs in paraj.leT. A curi'ent

of 30 amperes in the main circuit or 15 amperes in the coils

gave a field of over 33,000 c.g.s. units for a gap of 3 vm.

The luminous source was a spark between metal termi-

nals which were ground flat and firmly held in the arms of

an adjustable device fitted with two racks and pinions. Thus

.vas furnished an exceedingly efficient means of adjusting the

spark gap even during exposure; and, as a result, small termi-

nals could be used and the metal fed in at anj' desired speof^

.

Nickel v/ire of about 1 nm. diameter, and small

pieces of cobalt soldered with silver solder to brass termi-

nals and then ground flat, were used for the spectra of those

metals and furnished no trouble even in strong fields. Iron

ViTire of about l-l/p mm. diameter ground flat to less than

1 mm. thickness vras used for the iron spectrum. To keep

these highly magnetic terminals away from the pole tips ao-

justable bracings of asbestos, wood fibre and brass were used; 11
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.nd no fllffic-ntv was experienced in recdlnf^ in the mrt.als

luring exposure. Zinc, cadniura and magnesiu.Ti are handled

asily. Mercury was fed from a reservoir of adjustahle heif^ht

through a rubber tuTne to the lower brass terminal, which was

lollow. The upper electrode was of brass. The spectra

of calcium and of strontium were obtained as follows ;-

The chlorides of these metals were quickly ground fine in a

lortar and put at once in test tubes in a desiccator. Cop-

per wire of about 2«l/2 nm. diameter wa.s drilled to the depth

of a^out 2 cm. so that merely a s?iell remained. The salt

jiwas then packed tightly in the tubular cavity, the en.

.inched and the wire pounded flat. The hygroscopic char-

--ter of these salts is the objectionable feature.

The spark used as luminous source was produced as

follows:- An alternating current of 133 cycles per second

..as received at aboiit 110 voltJ^ difference of potential.

This was pa.ssed through an aajustacle impedance of closed

lagnetic circuit and through a transformer v/hose ratro of

it ransfomat ion vms IjO to 8000. From the secondary of the

* ranKfcrmer connections were mar]e to a condenser placed as

ear as possible to the spark gap. From the condenser short,

"thick wires lead directl:* to the spark rar. The impedance

could be so adjusted ti-iat the spark be either brililiant, ex-

cessively disruptive and "cool" (if it indeed be proper to





speak of the temperature of a spark), or less 'brilliant, more

continuous and hot approaclune - though "but to a very sliprht

utcrec - an arc. The difference of poiential at the terTni-

nals of the transformer varied from 4 to 28 volts according

as the spark gap used v/as small (ahout 1 m.Ti. ) or large (about

'
;j:0 . This gave a potential difference 1. 1 tlie terminals

of the secondary of from 300 to 2100 volts. The condenser

was built of 40 glass plates, of 1/8 inch thickness, sepa-

rated by 36 sq. inclies of brass foil. Thus was obtained a

capacity of about .014 microfarads.

The adjustable impedance transformer and condenser

A't.re kindly loaned by Dr. E. F. Forthrup and proved of great

service

.

Several turns of an air-coil of about 15 cm. diam-

eter v/ere often inserted in the discharge circuit for vari-

ous reasons which will be touclied upon later.

The dividing engine used, to measure the separation

of the lines v/as tbiat designed by Professor Rowland and used

for the construction of his table of the solar spectrum. The

error of the screv/ is far less than the error of setting on

'^"•^" t}ie sharpest lines.





ACCOIIMT OF EXPKPIMFNTS.

'JA-

Ti^.z.

1. The variation of the separation with tne utrength

of the magnetic field.

H

For zinc:- TaVle I gives the distance m Ang^trorr.

units between the outei- conponents of the sharp triplet zir.c

i"F0.38, between the means of the outer compom^nts of the

sextriylet zinc 4722.26 (seo fig. 1), and between the outer

components of the diffuse triplet zinc 4810. 7L

The values of the separation given represent

the "measurements on plates taken when the req-

visite conditions were obtained in two dif-

ferent v;ays - set I with a small magnetic ^^'ap

?.nd the magnetizing current clianged to obtain different

strengths of field, set II with the current constant and the

width of gap changed. This shows the uniformity of the

field and the case cf control of the conditions. The line

4722.26 appears as a sextripiet only with the strong'.m L l'-'j.i

otherwise a quadruplet.

The accomparyins; curves (f i_ • ?xplain themselves

Peese's maximum field was 26,600 c.g.s. units. His results

are in general confiraied. The drop in the curve is very

marked in the case of 4810.71. The shai'p triplet and the

quadr. I -it.i give a curve whicli approxima,tes a straight line.





TABLE I Zn, as a function of H.

\
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For iron:- Tatles 2 to 4 and figures 3 to 5 explain

theaselvey. It will ne noted that with this metal ^"-'^ '-t -00-,

appears to be less. The three lines, 3737.27, 5920.40,

4033.24, which as a result of the magnetic field, appear

: ^. the spectrum as sharp triplets, one of small, one of me-

dium and one of large separation, were chosen at ranrlom; as

were also the two lines, 3887.18 and 3903.09, v.^hich ap-

pear as' qudruplets, and the two 3834.38 and 4030. P'^ v/hich

appear as somewhat diffuse triplets - in each of these iar.t

sets one of larger and one of smellier separation. 3834.^

is not very diffuse v/hile 4030.89 is quite so, and, indeed,

is classed as "nebulttl/i!" in Exner and HascheJ^k's table.

The curves show that the separation is not propor-

tional to the field strength for strong fields - the curves

are not straight lines, but droop; and it is apparent that

the division into classes of smalD and large droop is depen-

dent upon the character of the line and not on the degree of

initial separation, whether large or s.'iiall.

The plates which gave these results both in the

case of zinc and iron, were taken in the seconri r.re'c.fy^.,^.;

the time of exposure varied from 20 to 120 minutes; and tiie

deviation of the mean in measurement was such that, in f^ener-

al, f'.e values may be considered rrr-.-Gct to .01 of .qr A-.r-

i

Strom unit in the case of zinc v.nd to .007 /j* in Li^at ol'
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2. The spectrum of iron:- '

As an introduction it niay be snid that nearly all the re-

J

suits given under this section wure obtained from plates

taken in the second spectrum. The time ->f '?xposure varied
j

from 30 to 135 minutes; and the values of separation given
'I

are correct to .008 An. generally speaking.

(a) The relation of the Zecroan effect to the pressure

shift :-

As, upon a preliminary survey, Reese's statement

befce nerilic T:ot confi?i:ied by measurements of tVf-

separation made on luy plates, and, as Humphrey's table had

been shown incorrect in several particulars (see Araes, Ear-

hart and Reese, Astroitbys. Jour. #8, 1R98, p. 50) it seemed '

lest to go over Humphrey's work witli care. This was ren-

dered possible by t?ie kindness of Dr. Huff who happened to ^

"be working upon the pressure shift. He furnished me with

tnree excellent platee taken (for a pressure of about 9 at-

mospheres-) in the second spectrum of the 20-foot Rowland

^rating used by Humphreys. Tables 5 a, b, o., d contain the

results. It is apparent that Reese's statement^ tiiat "the

lines could be broken up into tv/o classes in each of whicri the

ihe separation", Ijf^ "v/as of the same magni tur7o " «^ '
.

classes identical witl. those for which Humph^'eys found tliat

the shift due to pressure", A?) ''was the same^'^ls not veriricd.;;





"^-.q"!l

TA-RIJ'' 5a.

/)j. {.2S to .55 y.iU. ) a?id Rrnall AF (.01 to .02 /,U. )
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X A>^
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.P
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A
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3969

97

4030

45

e3

4118

99

4219

"1

c.

4308

25

83

.404

40

^1

89

95

72

94

^]

51

eo

06

94'

71

^1

71

2n

10

10

]0

10

f,

10

10

]0

10

55

41

46

47

41

28

.41

,52

43.
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45

51

,01

,02

01
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,02

If

.01
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Notes on Tables 5 a, b, c, d:-

1. Exner and Haschek - Rowland's scale. Intensity

and ciiaracter that of original line.

.1 • "

2. jy^ , in Angstrom units, taken v/ith three excep-

tions from table 7.

3. ^T = approximate pressure shift in A. u. as meas-

ured by me on plates taken by Dr. Huff at pressure of about

atmospheres

.

4. Kayser and Runge; wave-lengths Rowland's scale. In-

tensity and character that of original line.

5. Lines which appear in Humphrey's table pa^^e 200

Astrophys. Jova-. Oct. 1897, #6, as corrected by Ames and

others (see p. 50, #8 Astrophys. Journal).

6. Charactei' of original line and that under pressiM-e

as apparent on Dr. Huff's plates.

B n r signifies - Both original line and that undei*
pressure non-synxraetrical and .• 'p.ed.

B s r " - Both original liiiv and that unuti
pressure symmetrical and reverF!ft''i

B s u " - Both original line and that unaer
pressure symmetrical and u>TTrvo:v~G ".

.

Br " - Both original Dine and triat under
pres5-ure reversed.

I

P s r " - Line under pressure symmetrical and
j

reversed.
;

P n u " - Line undei' pi*essure non-J^-

and unreversed but very r.. . _ _——^——

^

Orift.in«i = lin« »yfnme ^r i cal and nwr ererweci.

p •- 1' " _ Line under pressure nor-'^'"""^'^ •>

and reversed.





The statement was true of the lines on his plates - a mere

coincidence. As appears from the tables given, the major-

ity of lines obey Reose's law 26 against 8; or 24'' are excep-

tions, VGf' follow t}ie I'Mle.

The conclusions which r.-iay ue drawn from this study

are that in general the lines for v/hich A\ is large (/

show a lar^;e pressui-e shift and (2) as a result of prep-ivf-

are broadened excessively and rendered unsymmetrical -

whether reversed or unreversed - being sliarper on the violet

side and shaded tov^aru the red. Again, in general, the

lines which show a Sfiall J/1 are, under pressure, symmet-

rical whether reversed or not. The exceptions are clear

and unmi stakable

.

(b) A study of the anomalous iron lines.

Becquerel and Deslandres have raade quite an ex-

haustive stirl;r of those iron lines which do not appear :; s

X
triplets or quaruplets of the ordinary type. I have stuuied

these lines with care and raade ?;ome measurements upon thera.

The conclusions reached agree .'/ith those of Becquerel and

Deslandres in all cases save one - that of line 388 j.. J-.

T}ie types appearing on my plates are most easily

explained r-raphically as rri^/en in figure 6. Tables Ga and

6b contain tne measurements taken.

Comptes Fendus -/"^l?,?, IB^'S; pp ^-^4





^''ertical vibrations or those perpendicular to t-

•

lines of force :

-

3587.10 appeal's on all my plates as an indefinable

band.

3735.46 is a sharp triplet of inner component twice

as strong as the tv/o outer.

5743.51 is a quint Miplet. Of the two outermost

cor;:ponent3 the red is the more intense. Between the two

lies a band completely filling the c:ap, and this band is, on

several plates, clearly niarked cy three very i'ir.e, faint lines

which appear to be separated distances about equal to

those components which are pola.rized in the other plane (see

ahead). These three fine lines appear of equal intensity.

The red component of the strong doublet appears the more in-

tense irrespective of the field - a fact which proves that

the asymn-ietry is not due to the interference of another line.

Fote the accompanying components* asymmetry.

3788.02 resembles 3743.51, but the two strong com-

ponents are of equal intensity.

3865.67 resembles 3733.46 exactly.

3888.65 appears distinctly on several plates as

tv;o diffuse lires, the red beinr a trii'le more int.nrr^e.

Eecquerel and Deslandri-s describe this line as a chara«ler-

less band instead of two diffuse lines.





Pig. 6. "Fe . Peculiar Lines,

""cj-rci, of lirl'it vi.-.-ud X to linL'S of for

1

3587. in "7.-^.-. 46 .'^743.51 3T6e.02 38 65.67 3&8P :
=>

i^(A.-) 494 .649 .656 .510 ,277 - ,2/1.

S,6u>ci of litfH i/cewU lit, Luxii )} ^'rtl"

I'!
!

\n-^; :'>'" 46 6 .510 .341

Field 28,000 c.g.s. units.









Horizontal vibrations or those parallel to the li:

.f force:-

3507.10 is a doublet.

0733.46 is a doublet v/hose components are separa-

:ed (lo within the erroi- of observ3.tion) a distance,

equal to the separation, /!/ , of the vibrations perpendic-

;lar to lines of force.

3743.51 is asjonmetrical as noted above - the tv/o

-.ed components being of equal intensity and both stronger

;han the violet component. Fote that 4/ = approximately

J/'
.

3788.02 is s^/mnietrical but ctherv/ise similar to

3 743.51. Here again note thfit l\k = approximately 2 1\}> .

38 65.67 is exactly similar to 3733.46.

3888.65 is a sharp doublet of ^\ ^ ^/i . There

-

:'S88.65 as a v/hole is of the form of an inverse quad-

.'uplet, l\j\. being unusually diffuse.

"ith regard to asymmetry, Zeeman has, in weak J'ields,

erified to some extent, voigt's theory. The only one of

:hese lines which is given in Zeeman' s list is 3733.43.

This in weak fields is said to show reversed asyimnetry - *"'

violet component is nearer the central component than is the

•cd. Line 3743.51 is not not?d as unsymmetrical in the in-
A

tensity of its components.

1 Royal Acad. Sci . Amsterdam. Vol. II . 1900, pp. 296-301

,

-. A' . voi. i, Feb. 1900, ^i-..,- ^.-..





All these variations are interesting, but at pres-

ent mean liLtle. Tho" merely show that the mathematical

and mechanical trieorics vmich liave been aavancea in txi^iaria-

tion are too simple - the complexity of separation and polar-

izaticn has not vet teen accounted foi-.

(c) The laws governing the separation of the iron lines.

Becquerel ai'id Deslandres have niade the following statei.icn.^ :

-

That the complexity of phenomena present m the

iron spectrum render it difficult to form a law governing

the separation of the different lines, hut that the follo\/-

ing general cha.racteri£Cics are apparent :-

1. The separation i:. the ultra violet is noLai-xy xess

than that in the hlue and that the phenomenon appears a func-

tion of the wave length which increases with thfctvaria.ble.

2. If a i-est j-icted re^gion - t..iiu very ricii lu xinea -

be Gxaiiiined it appears that ma,ny anomalous separations and

separations of very different marni t'tdes lie in the irrjnedi..

ne ighbor.iuuii 01 liie xii^es 'v-.xC-'. ari mstJisible to nu-j^iie t, xc

influence. If an effort is made to classify the separatioiB
j

as a function of the wave length of the corresponding lin.-

ii l:j t;vident that "for l..^' iuusc ^lari" .i'; tic n-

difTerent classes such that for lines of nei^^hborintj wave-

length the separation is nroriort Lonal to the numbers 1,2, ."^,4.. J

3. See article by Lor I. "^ci. Vol 1,

pp.340-.'559.





I

id that in one and the sajue class the separation varies as
I

''le square of the wave length.

3. Again, for t'ne lines which are divi-led into fine

exponents or inversely polarized, J/l and 4^ are for

i..<j t5:.:.ie line "exactly proportional to 1,2,3,4...."

4, The distribution of the separation in the spectrma

as a function of the \vave-lengt}i shows in general a soi't of

periodicity.

The first statement is approxiaia.tely true. The

meaning of the second is not at all clear. Fo numerical

data are given in their paper. The third statement is true

^Dr 3733.46, 3865.67, 3743.51 and 3788.02. The fourth x^

not apparent from the raeasureaients mado on my plates. To set'

tie this last point three plots .vere made hy me from values

of 4/1 for lines 3565.54 to 4528.80 as given in table 7.

As abscissae ^ , and, as ordinates, l^j^ . ^ J A jfe-

spectively, were plotted. No periodic variation of any >.

these three quantities with ^. was shown.

The subject does not merit discussion. The onl;*

-tfthod which at the present time seeias justifiable and produ

ive of results is t'nat which deals with homologous lines in

the spectra of different elements or lines of the same serie:-

in tile spectra of any one element.
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TABLE 7 continued.

)





Lines which are apparently unafi'ected.

\





TABLE 9a

.

Plstns 314, ?19, 328, and 3:^12.

ITickel. Lines apYjearing as trii)i>,t.s

Plate





Pl:ae 317

TABLE 9b .

H = 29,100.

Linn:- apijer.rin;; as triilet

Spectrum





Fii'si Spectrum.

Cobalt.

TABLE 11

.

Plates .6:-ii,b22,323, 324, and 329.

Lines appearing as triplets.





given Tor diffei'ent fielc.s - 32,500, 5:.J,740, and 55,400. The

calculation is based on the assumption that for the short

intervals employed Jfl varies proportionally with H; and

double weight is given to measurements made on plate #332

v/hich was taken in the second spectrvim.

The nickel lines which appear unseparated are :

-

o^.Zd.l:0, 5483.1,* 3510.47, 3515.80, 3597.34.

The values of /l/l in tables 9 to 11 are correct

to at least .02 A. u.

4. The Zeeman effect along the lines of force.

Previous investigators in examining the Zeeman ef-

fect, along the lines of force have used a pierced magnet

pole. This rendered the field non-uniform and prevented ac-

curate measurement of its^strength. To obviate this a

smt.ll I. Dial reflecting pi' is.;;

was used as shown in the adjoin-

|

inn cut. Two images appear

near, tae spectrometer slit, one

giving the spectrum along the

lines of force, the other per-

pei'iaicux:i,r lo i-:em.

The prism used vras 12 mm long by 2 ;rjn across its perpendicu-

lar faces. The crystal as cut so as to have the optic axis

iiv ^>'>n ilo^i

I

Z; ij^hrk 7-- p.'^^nx

]\
as given by Liveing and ^ewar.





to its edt:e. The pricn war s-jT.r)ovted "by a delicttte adjust-

aole irair.ev.'Oi'k oounci t,o tne pole ^Jiecos of the inagnet and a

piece of fine mici'oscopic covei' glass protected it from the

;:eat of t}-ie spark. Mica may he used when ultra violet

light IS desired.

The method proved a success. In one exposure dur-

in~ a pcricd of 70 ninutes, the iinr.res v;ere alternat elv fo-

cuGi^ea upon zne sliu and the snuLter in tne camera turnea ac-

cordingly. The direct image was first used for 20 minutes;

tlien the shutter was changed and the i:iiage which had passed

cnro"jgi- zii.e siiia^l prism was employed foi" 30 minutes; then

a.gain the direct image for another 20 minutes. The two 20

;:iini;te exposures wore thus thrown on the edges of the photo-

_;raphic plate, the 30 minute one on tne center. Thus

•'ould he shown any change of fic.ld strength - which indeed was

u hirhly improbaole occurrer.ee.

Taoie lii snows tiiat within the limits of error oi

observation, the separation of the external plane polarized

components of the tri let is equal to that of the circularly

polarized components oi i-.e aoucaet, v/-.icr- lii uxpr l-jku ,.;

-he s:/mbol J^^j.





Zinc. TABLE 12, H = 16,7 60.

Line





J pearea oi' interest to mvestigaio tiae iiOmoiOROus lines oT lac

other metals occurring in the second column of Mendele jeff •

s

chart - that is of the metals mercury, calcium, strontiinri. and

arium; and also to stuay the separation or the lines rorramg

-he first subordinate series. For barium, Xayser and

' Runge have found no series. StX'Ontium has only the fii-st

Isuoorainate. To obtair. m a sharp and measurai-ic lurm some

of the diffuse and unsymmetrical lines of mercury and the

-diffuse thoupih S'.Trjiietrical lines of the first subordinate se-

Iries of some ci tne menoers of this chemical group, is a mat-

ter of no little difficulty. Total failure lias been the

.esult in many cases. It has long been Icnov/n that self-in-

-luction m the spark circuit tends to sharpen aij'iuse xmec.

I This method has been used and has proved indispensable. A

.-etter method would be the use of a vacuum tube. Thic the

author intenus to try if later an opportunity oilers ii^vj-i'.

In the fol.l owing investigation the first question

..as one of the choice of field and magnetic gap. It was ad-

. liable to use a large current ir. the magnetizing coils, foi-

-he higher the point chosen in the magnetization curve the

^ess will the field vary for a small p-iven chanpe in thi»

*:-.l. Secondly, the gap must oe neit.ier loo xarge, exae

I
the field would be too weak and tne lines of smiili separation

..Olid not be resolved; nor too small else both the size of
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ua''<: A'l'^uld be limitGcl .-ind conseiiiicntly the Gxposures neces-

liy prolonged, anu also tae I'iold v/ould oe so strong tna.;.

-he droop on the ^'4/7 curve would enter to too great a du-

li'ee. A -.rM-'ent of 15 amperes in the coils and a gap of V

liii. were chosen. This coiiiuination jave a field of abouo

I 26,460 c.g.s. units - much too strong taut quite necessary to

resolve so^e lines, notably Zn 3282.42 and Cd 3403.74.

By referring to i'ig. 2c it will oe seen that zm:

t6l0.71 at H = 26,460 shows a separation of .53 A. u., while

.
:' Ii}[ increased proportionate!'/ with the field, its value

wouia oe .Vj. A.u. or 34; greacer. Lines homologous ivith

zinc 4610.71 shov;' a siiailar droop. This explains the dis-

! crepancies between Peoze's values (table 15) and Preston's

: and ;aine for tli.e t-iree lines- one eacj.". in cadiai;;;:!, iLiei-u-u-y

I and matjnesium - which are homologous with zinc 4810.71. Oi'

Che other lines investigated bv rne, it must be said that the

cjiaracters ct' tie curves are not icno'.vn. To ootam L.-ie va-
A

riation of /^A with the field for all would call for more

laoor than time at present pei-7uits.

Tabli^s 14a anu i-io 50 together, the homologous

lin-js occupying homologous positions. Table 13 contains t "ie

lata on which are bathed the tables following it. Certain

points should be noufju .-wxa. ivt, to some of the lines given ii.

this table.

Reese - Astrophys. Journ. Vol. IL:, xl'OO, p.l"8





CadEium 3252. 6:'' v;aE difficult to meur.-re because

of sifiall intensity, but the value of the separation f^iven

is probably acurp.te to 5 .

Mercury 54C0.97 and magnesium 5183.84 are unsyiii-

metrical. The value of ^/i given for each represents the

distance betv/een the center of the unsyirjtietrical violet com-

ponent ana tr.e ;nost oer:se portion of tlie red component,

which latter is sharp on the violet edp-e and shades off tow-

ard tbe red. Zinc 4810.71 is somewhat similar but the rt.rrrrr.-

metry is not so marked, while cadmium 5086.06 shows les;;,

but still some asymmetry. These four lines are homolorous.

Strontium 4832.23 is a] no r.eculiar but here the

violet component is shaaea toward i.e rea, while t: e rea

component is symmetrical. Moreover, the violet component

is more intense than the red. Stronti'.'"" 4876.35 shows

the s£u:e difference in intensity but cot.a components are

syrruiietrical.

Map-nesium 3838.44 is uns'mimetrical in the sr>me way

as riiercury 5460.97, but si* i.s correct to .01 proLauiy.

The three cadmium lines 6102.09, 6122.46, eil»1.4r,

all Rtron"- lines visup.lDv, could not be obtained by the

method usea v.'iih other lines, - althoup;h an"Erythro" plate





:.
:'

: .u Interaatlcnal Color-Photo. Coripany was exposed to

tue i'adiation for four hours. However, .j.. cnrov/ing upon

i^f .pper ter:nina3 of the spark gap a continued and rather

larp-e jet of a saturated solution of calcium chloride,

L.L.....46 and 6162.46 were obtained in measurable form afl',-:- a:i

exposure of about 90 minutes.

The lines of the spectroscopic series v;hich do not

appear in Table 13 eitlier could not ce obtained because of

(1) low intensity or (2) their position in tlie spectrum -

belo.v \ 3300 or above A 5800 - or could not be measured

because of o.-ci.' diffuse character. Self-induction in the

discharge circuit improved the condition of some lines and

removed the jur spectrum, but did not sufficiently narrow dif-

fuse lines in all cases.

The values of t2? in Table 13 are correct in gen-
A"

eral to .01 A.u. Probably, however, AA -'o^ zinc 3282.42

(also cadmiu/n 3403.74 and calcium 4425.61) is not so accu-

rate. The separation is small and the measurement of such

a line is made with difficulty.

Table 15 explains itself. Ta-le 1'- is taken fro:„

the mean values given in Table 15. Reese's values of ^\

v;ere obtained from the slope of the curves, and t.'^erefore no

corrections are necessary in -^ . Correctinr /.lues

for n = 3, in the 2nd subordinate series, by addxnti 3, 3 ai:..





64 pei' cent rco^ec L ively, anu .reaiiii,,; tiiti vuxucij iur l;.c

•

three sets of lines ror which n = 4 in the 1st subordintite

series, and the one set for v/hioh n = 4 in the 2nd subordi-

iiLtLtt sei-ies in a sinilai* iut^ner, because they give H - J/j

curves homologous to those given hy the n = 3, 2nd. subor-

dinate sets ; a.lso, raising by If/' Prer-ton's mean voli:'e for

''-^ '"hird Ret in n = 3, 2nd subordinate series - st.-i; >. ..i-vt-

fig. 2c - v.'e obta.in the results f^iven in table 16. This

table shows:-

J/l

Ir.t. Th.Ht Preston's









TABLP. 14a

.

Li i^ of :"'v e ^ * ^'crcop 1 f' periep lr'"'ept i ~'"' tefl

l£t :-. «LL^ ^^^^il CnTJ- . t^u.-o:' . Strrlcs
- .-•

328? . 4^3:^03 .023:>45 .

3403. '^4 3467. '7 6 3 613.0414

-zi-zi

IL
384
74

i'-80

C7e.5
Ji046.78|4358.56|54

1 r7.5

800.0:^

.5
517;?. 8
12?:.4d

4r 10 . 7

5086.06
460.97
783.84

6162. 4'; 4425. 6

75

53J4435.8d44'

TABLE 14lD

.

io
p/^ X ]0 for lines given in homologous positions in

Table jf.i.

' 1' . F e r 1 e s .-' r cl . Kul: r u iny t e s e

.

" = .i

;-i:^:r

22 5

226

5:;;o

301
299

438
433
442
427

394
386
368
374
400

235
239
229
23 n

274 l:;5

'1

:jTr









l/2(15.1 + 14.9) = If.OO, th?.t /-^i : /4v ::3 : 4;

m;^ tA (11.5"') = .'^.7r, v.-T-il.-' 1 /i (ir.OO) :'-.".'. Thus i ^ v-m

assiude .il^ , aroport ioric'.l to e • where "e" is the amount of

electricity carried hy the particle of tiip.ss !•.-,«
^ ^^g rn.ri.y

f^.-^.t the ^T' t i o 0*" the chai-^e to f-^i^ ^•r^^'r. of t'-'H r,-< i-'t i f T f^ ^/•.

riei> airectiy with "n" for the t^^lrcl set of lines in thf

oncl suhordin^te series where "n" has either the value 3 or

4.

(The first subordinate series shovis no lines for n = 3.

The value 15.1 '^as averaged with 14.9 "because of the proh-

ahility of obtaining thus a jr.ore correct --^^efiri.)

4th. That there appears to he no relation between .setr

1 and 2, n = 4 and 1 and 2, n = 3, or, taking total mean

val:;e.'=:. between

In. 9^ 15.0 for n = 3 and

5.0^ 8.6 n = 4

However, inasmuch as the wave lengths of the three lines for -

ing the i^-nectT'Dpropic tripl-'^t ari^ ^-n v.-";.: I..-.T to ear^-^ nt' h^r

that, given tiaat ''one of thera, the wavii-lr;ni:;tvis of t. o o!

two cm be calculated - this fo^-^ing a connection between

".

'
'• 'mbers of the t .'i ; il r- 1 - we would not expect ihat hpT--'

relation v/oulii appear betwi-;^ m the fi"st, secoaa,

third lin^-:^ of the trii-let in any one scries, anlosr?, i,

it were a relat Ini-, vnTj-'vaTfi-t to that jU;:' n-ientlon'-d,

the possi::-. 31 t/.e aai" on of thi^ -.srave





GEI7EPAL _ ^ITO-IARY .

The most important results obtr.dned in this inves-

tigation are "briefly as follo.vs:-

1. That for iron and nickel as well as zi^^-^
*'-'

Zeerrian effect is not proportional to the field strenp;th for

high values of the latter.

2. That the divisions of large and S'aall pres-

sure shift in the care of iron are not a.bsolutely the saine

tints

as those of large and small Zeernan separation. Of 34 in-

vestigated, 26, or about 76^^, show both lar.^re pres.-^ure s'i ^*-

and large separation; or sma-ll pressure shift and small sep-

aration; '.'.'hile, 5, or 24'^'' show either small pressure shift

and larg-e separation, or large pressure shift and s?nall sepa-

ration .

3. That there is apparently no simple law connect-

inp- i-v,^ separation of the various lines in either 1^-"

nickel Of c-balt.

4a. That Preston's law, zL. = constant, holds for

r "ri p v nmni o--rj 1 g lil^es piven bv n = 3 '^-t -r^p i-.^^-
:-'•

:.s Well a.s zinc, cadmium and magnesium.

That Preston's lav/ also holds for the homol-

oc-o,)c; Tinp.^ -^iven by n = -^ in ooth the subor^ " n^ t p .-PTi,.-

of iiirio, cadmium, masneaiuui and calcium.





c. That the I'atio of iayfj;e cari-ied to the i-ass

of I .<j iJct)'tiele carryin-: it vai'i^-'b ilirectly as "n" .for t/ie

third set of lines in the second subordinate series when " '"

ris the value either 3 or 4. This, of course, assurr.es that

I

the ratio of charge to nia^ss varies directly as -4,,
/l7<r

In this investigation the author was assisted at

arious times 'by Messrs. J. H. Moore, J. E. Routh, P. E.

ll

Loving, C-. Vf. Middlekauff, J. T. Barrett, and W. J. Crist.

In conclusion I v/ish to acknowledge the debt I ov/t;

Profes.sois K. A. Rov/land and J.S. Armies for their valuable

I
advice and encourae'ement

.

". A. Kent.

Physical Laboratory,
Johns Hopkins University. June, 1901.
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